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Abstract

The management of many different login credentials can be tricky
for the average web user. OAuth eases this process by invoking
identity providers (IdPs) as intermediaries, which identify the users
and access their data on behalf of the website, without sharing
their credentials. However, the information that IdPs share with
websites is not always limited to basic data. Our work observes and
documents that IdPsmake a variety of resources (scopes) available to
be requested by websites, most of which are not necessary for user
identification (e.g., location, interests). By performing a large-scale
analysis on OAuth-based login on the web, we show that 18.53%
of websites using OAuth request at least one non-minimal scope.
Additionally, our findings show that at least part of the requested
information is redundant since websites provide alternative login
methods that require less information from the user. Moreover,
through a manual analysis we observe that revoking access to these
scopes seems not to hinder the functionality of the website. Finally,
when comparing OAuth-based login with registering a new account,
we find that OAuth is often the more privacy-friendly option in
terms of the amount of personal data being shared with the website.
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1 Introduction

Federated SSO allows users to log in with the same credentials
on multiple (unrelated) domains and provides many benefits for
both websites and users, such as ease of use, cost-effectiveness and
efficiency. One of the most popular standards for federated SSO
is OAuth 2.0 [19], which relies on an intermediary referred to as
the identity provider (IdP) to authenticate the user on behalf of the
website. Next to authentication, the OAuth protocol also makes
it possible to share other types of user information that the IdP
stores; these are grouped together according to IdP-defined scopes.
Requesting additional user data, i.e., on top of the default informa-
tion required for authentication, is trivial as websites can simply
request more scopes in the OAuth flow. This raises some privacy
concerns as companies and organizations might try to access more
user data than they actually need to provide a functional service to
the user.
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In the EU, privacy and data protection legislation protects users
from excessive collection of personal data by laying down princi-
ples for lawful processing. One of those principles outlined in the
GDPR, is the principle of data minimization [34, art. 5.1(c)], which
mandates that companies should stick to processing the minimum
amount of information that is necessary to achieve their goal. Prior
work has shown that some users are in fact concerned with the per-
missions that applications obtain from IdPs [1]. In addition, users
may incorrectly estimate the privacy level of using SSO when they
are insufficiently informed about the use of scopes requested from
them [30].
We primarily focus on analyzing the privacy implications on users
depending on how websites deploy their OAuth-based authentica-
tion. While IdPs can offer the possibility to access various types
of data, ultimately the website (service provider) chooses which
user data, i.e., scopes, to ask permission for. To better understand
how websites engage with OAuth-based login and evaluate how
they consider the privacy implications for their users, we perform a
large-scale measurement on 100k websites, of which we find 7.23%
to support OAuth-based login. We make the code that we used to
automatically detect OAuth available in a public repository 1. We
find that 18.53% sites with OAuth request access to non-minimal
scopes, i.e., for personal information that goes beyond the minimum
amount that can be requested. This raises the question: Do websites
need this additional information to provide the service requested by
the user?
Through a series of experiments we aim to determine whether web-
sites opt for the most privacy-preserving option for authentication
and request the default required data. Our results clearly show that
a significant share of websites are requesting more data than they
actually need. For instance, we find that of the websites that allow
users to login with multiple IdPs, 23.53% request strictly more user
information from one IdP than from the other. As the same authen-
tication is possible with either IdP, the website is requesting access
to non-necessary data in (at least) one instance. In a second experi-
ment we manually intervened in the OAuth authorization flow and
reduced the requested scopes to the minimal set. Surprisingly, we
found that in 65% of the examined websites, the login process was
not disturbed. This means that non-minimal scopes requested by
65% of websites were in fact not essential for the provided func-
tionality. On the bright side, this provides an opportunity for users
to reduce the information they share with websites, as they can
simply adjust the scope parameter before authorizing the website
access to their data.
Furthermore, we explore how the OAuth-based authentication pro-
cess relates to the typical registration with a username or email
address in terms of data that the user needs to share. Surprisingly,

1https://anonymous.4open.science/r/oauth_project_code-2003
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despite the ease of requesting access to additional data from the IdP,
we find that in most cases OAuth-based login is the more privacy-
friendly option. Finally, we analyze how websites handle personal
data in relation to other privacy aspects, such as cookie banners and
online tracking. We find that there is no clear connection between
the general privacy consciousness of website owners and the scopes
they request access to through OAuth.
In general, our findings strongly indicate that a significant portion
of websites are requesting data from users in an unjustified way and
therefore raise privacy concerns. This is especially a problem given
that only a small subset of IdPs provide a user-friendly authorization
interface where users can select which scopes they want to grant
access to, and some of them even employ manipulative designs
to nudge the user into making less privacy-friendly choices. To
solve these issues, we propose a number of improvements and
guidelines for both IdPs and websites in order to improve control
and transparency of information that users end up sharing with
websites upon using OAuth-based authentication.
We summarize our main contributions as follows:

• We develop a fully automated method to detect OAuth-based
login with support for 179 IdPs and perform a large-scale
measurement on 100k websites.

• We report on the use of OAuth scopes by websites and find
that 18.53% of websites require users to share information from
non-minimal scopes with the website. Through a number of
experiments we show that part of this information is oftentimes
nonessential to the website.

• We compare the privacy implications of OAuth with the stan-
dard authentication procedure and assess whether the general
privacy considerations of website owners affect how much data
they collect from users.

• We suggest various improvements for both IdPs and websites
that contribute towards a more privacy-friendly use of OAuth
login for users.

2 The OAuth protocol

OAuth [22] is an authorization standard which includes three par-
ties: a client (service provider), a resource owner (user) and an
identity provider. Typically, OAuth is used in a scenario where the
service provider requests access to resources that belong to the
resource owner and are hosted by the identity provider (IdP). This
is useful when a user wants to share their resources with a third-
party application without putting their credentials at risk e.g., using
Google to log into another website instead of having to create a new
account with separate credentials. In such cases, the IdP verifies the
identity of the user and accesses their resources on behalf of the
website (upon permission from the user). The user benefits from
this scenario in the sense that they will not need to go through a
registration process on the website and do not need to keep track
of an additional username and password.
The first step of implementing OAuth is for the application to
register with the IdP, either by filling in a form or registering on
the developer portal of the IdP. At that point, the authorization
server assigns a unique identifier to the client that will be used
when issuing authorization requests.

The most recent version, OAuth 2.0, includes support for a number
of ways to obtain access tokens (tokens that are used to retrieve
resources), called flows, with the goal of supportingmultiple applica-
tion types and therefore making OAuth more usable to developers.
Generally, the authorization code grant and implicit grant are the
most suitable for web applications.
Authorization code grant and implicit grant In the authoriza-
tion code grant, the authorization server acts as an intermediary
between the website and the resource owner. The credentials of
the user are never shared with the client. The IdP’s authorization
server is a trusted party which authenticates the end-user on behalf
of the web application.
The authorization code flow consists of three interactions with
different entities:
• Authorization First, the website requests authorization from
the end-user. This is typically by issuing an authorization re-
quest which redirects the user to a domain of the IdP, where
the user is shown details about the third-party application and
the set of requested permissions, called scopes. These scopes are
IdP-specific and can be specified in the URL parameters of the
authorization request, which makes it easy to passively extract
them from all network traffic on a webpage. If the user has
authorized the request, the IdP responds with an authorization
token. Otherwise, the login flow is interrupted and the user is
redirected back to the visited website.

• Obtaining an access token In the second step, the client ex-
changes the authorization token for an access token by issuing
a request to the authorization server (typically belonging to the
IdP).

• Accessing resources Finally, the client uses the access token
to access protected resources of the end-user from the resource
server of the IdP.

The implicit grant is a simplified version of the authorization code
grant, where the first and second step are merged together, i.e.,
authorization is still requested from the user, but instead of issuing
an authorization token, the authorization server responds directly
with an access token.
OpenIDConnect OpenID Connect [15] runs on top of the OAuth
2.0 framework and provides an additional authentication layer,
allowing clients to obtain information about the identity of the
end-user. It provides support for different types of clients. If an IdP
supports OpenID, the client can include the scope openid in the URL
parameters of the authorization request. The authorization server
then returns an ID token, which contains information about the
identity of the user. OAuth and OpenID have the same workflow,
the difference lies in the fact that OpenID provides an id token to
the web application instead of an access token. Some IdPs support
both the use of OpenID Connect for identification of the user and
the use of OAuth to access user resources, and provide websites the
ability to combine both.
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3 Methodology

In this section, we describe our crawler setup and the method used
to automatically detect OAuth buttons.

3.1 Setup of experiment
To run our crawl, we used the latest Chromium version which we
instrument headlessly via Chrome Devtools Protocol. We used 10
virtual machines running in parallel, each with 4 CPUs and 8GB
of RAM. We used our local university network, which is based in
the EU. Our crawl was run in October 2021 and took in total 20
days to complete. We used the top 100k websites from the latest
list (July 2021) of the Chrome User Experience Report (CrUX) [6],
which includes frequently visited websites by Chrome users. On
14104 websites (14.1%), the crawler failed mainly due to pages not
being correctly loaded or websites being unreachable.

3.2 Detection of SSO buttons
To develop a fully automated method for detecting SSO buttons,
we base ourselves on prior research. Just like several frameworks
[9, 16, 44] and SSO measurement studies [30], we use a keyword-
based approach, where we search for common terms related to
SSO in all HTML elements of the page (a full list of the keywords
we used can be found in Appendix A). Throughout this section,
whenever we discuss login and OAuth buttons, we refer to their
visual representation of a button on a website, and not to their
underlying HTML implementations (which can be other than a
HTML-button). Since SSO buttons are commonly found on login
pages, or pages where the user can create a new account, we search
for login and account registration buttons, prior to looking for SSO
buttons. We assume that websites which allow users to create an
account, will make that option prominent by including it on their
homepage. Our approach consists of three steps: (1) visiting the
homepage and searching for a login/registration page, (2) visiting
the login/registration pages and searching for SSO buttons and (3)
simulating a click on candidate SSO buttons to initiate the autho-
rization process. We go into more detail for each of the three steps.
The full code that we used to detect SSO buttons can be found in
our public repository.
Detecting login and registration buttons In order to detect
login and registration pages, we search for elements on the home-
page that could lead us there and simulate a user click on them. To
select candidate elements, we search all HTML elements of the page
for phrases that are typically related to logging in or registering an
account. We define both a set of primary login-related words and a
set of helper keywords, which are often used in the same context
as the login/registration terms (e.g., “new”, “member”). Since we
did not restrict our analysis to websites in English, we used the
python library googletrans [18], based on Google Translate’s API
to translate all keywords in 28 languages. We manually verified
whether the translation was correct for each language spoken by
the authors to the best extent possible. While we acknowledge that
some semantic information might get lost during the translation
process, our method allows us to detect at least some basic key-
words on websites that are not written in English. We assign a score
to each element based on the occurrence of login-related keywords
and helper keywords in the outerHTML of the element. We excluded

elements which contain keywords related to cookie banners (e.g.,
“cookie”, “accept”) given that we did not want to include cookie ban-
ner elements. A similar approach is used in Jonker et al.’s Shepherd
framework, which automates website login [23].
We consider four common URL paths that are typically used for
login/registration pages (e.g., /login). Next to those, we consider the
six HTML-elements with the highest score (defined by the number
of occurrences of keywords) to be potential login buttons, so that
we get a total of 10 potential links. During a pilot crawl, we found
that login and SSO buttons are not always implemented with a-
elements. Therefore, we also considered other HTML-elements such
as buttons, divs and span-elements with click-event listeners. In
the next step, we either visit the link of the candidate login buttons,
or simulate a user click on them, depending on the type of element.
Detecting SSO buttons on login pages Once we visit the poten-
tial login pages from the previous step, we again apply a keyword-
based approach in order to find potential SSO buttons. For each
login/registration link from the previous step, we search for HTML-
elements with common OAuth phrases in combination with the
name of one of the IdPs that we consider (e.g., Login with LinkedIn).
Next, we assign a score to each element based on the occurrence of
common SSO keywords. We exclude elements which contain social
plugin-related words (e.g., “Share” or “Like”). In total, we consider
the 10 HTML-elements with the highest score (again based on the
number of occurrences of keywords) as potential SSO buttons.
Clicking on SSO candidate buttons In the final step, we click
on each candidate SSO button and we monitor the web traffic to
see whether any requests are issued to the OAuth authorization
endpoint. All IdPs specify in their documentation that scopes are to
be communicated via URL parameters of the authorization request,
and do not provide a way for service providers to change the default
scope. The only exception to this is Twitter, where the scope can be
specified in the application on Twitter’s developer platform. In this
case we analyzed the DOM of the page to determine the requested
scope.

3.3 Extracting OAuth scopes from IdPs

The scope parameter of the authorization request is used to deter-
mine the set of resources that the service provider can request from
the user. These resources are IdP-specific i.e., the IdP chooses which
resources a service provider can request via SSO. This information
is typically located in the documentation of the specific IdP. In or-
der to compile a list of the available scopes, we visited the website
or developer portal for each IdP, and registered an account when
required. We searched in the documentation for the authorization
endpoint and which scopes are made available by the IdP, as well as
other characteristics of the IdP, which we discuss in more depth in
Section 4. However, finding information about the scopes of each
IdP proved to be challenging given that some IdPs do not provide a
full list of the possible scope values in the documentation i.e., they
only provide example scopes or allow for custom permissions upon
request from the service provider. Additionally, for 4 IdPs, we did
not find any information regarding the use of scopes in the docu-
mentation. In such cases, we tried to register a test application on
the platform of the IdP in order to find a list of available scopes e.g.,
for Twitter. Whenever it was not possible to register an application
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with the IdP, we considered the set of observed scopes during our
crawl for each of the IdPs as the set of available scopes.

3.4 Categorization of scopes

Since most OAuth scopes are specific to the IdP, we categorized
each scope into seven categories in order to compare them among
different platforms : 1) minimal scope i.e., the scope which shares
the least possible amount of data with the service provider; typically
this data includes attributes such as email address or basic profile
information, (2) personal i.e., data about the user not included in
the minimal scope, (3) content read i.e., read requests to provider-
specific content such as access to user photos, (4) content write
i.e., authorization to edit provider-specific content such as post
on behalf of the user, (5) behavioral i.e., data that can be used to
provide personalized content to the user (e.g., location, interests),
(6) sensitive i.e., data relating to religion, political opinions, sexual
orientation, health and financial data and (7) functional i.e., related
to the management of access and authorization tokens, for instance
Adobe provides the scope “offline_access” which indicates that a
new refresh token should be generated.
The minimal scope is to be interpreted as the least amount of
data that can be requested from a certain IDP, not as the strictest
possible set of data that can be obtained via OAuth. We note that
the minimal scope may differ among different IDPs. For instance,
Twitter’s most minimal scope includes not only the user’s profile
information, but also access to tweets and the timeline of the user.
We elaborate further on the differences among IDPs in section
4.1. For the category of sensitive scopes, we base ourselves on the
definition of special categories of personal data, as defined in the
GDPR [34, art. 9]. This categorization method is based on previous
work which compares scope attributes among different identity
providers [30]. A full overview of the list of scopes available per
IdP and their categories can be found in our public repository.

3.5 Page coverage

A limitation to our OAuth detection method is that we did not inter-
act with websites after logging in, and thus might miss requests for
additional scopes required for specific functionality on the site. We
randomly selected a set of 100 websites that support both OAuth
and manual registration. Then, we visited each website and spent
10 minutes interacting with various functions of the website. We
started by visiting each link on the homepage, and moved on to
following multiple chains of links to navigate further within the
website. The pages we ended up visiting depend on the type of
website, but in general we prioritized interaction with features that
would reasonably request additional user data or specific content
read/write scopes via the IDP (e.g., we tried to complete a purchase
on webshops or tried to adjust and complement the information
which we had already provided during login). While interacting
with the website, we searched for signs of a new OAuth flow be-
ing automatically initiated and requesting additional scopes or an
OAuth-related prompt or button popping up to ask for additional
data from the user. However, we did not encounter this on any
website.

3.6 Ethical considerations
Part of our experiments consist of passive observations of websites,
and 2 of them required manual interaction with the website. For all
experiments, we made sure not to impact real-world websites in a
negative way. We only created one account for each IdP in order to
log in with them on websites, and we created one account for each
website visited during the manual experiments. Each time, we used
the author’s credentials and personal data to create the account.

4 Results

In this section, we discuss our findings on the prevalence of OAuth.
We give an overview of the most popular Identity Providers and
the use of scopes for OAuth-based authentication.

4.1 OAuth Identity Providers
During our crawl we searched for the use of 179 IdPs in total. We
obtained this list from The ProgrammableWeb [41] - an independent
website which collects data about the API usage of websites.We find
actual implementations of OAuth-based login for only 33 IdPs (out
of the 179) on at least one website from our dataset. In Table 1, we
show the 15 most widely used IdPs and the number of websites that
use them. Facebook and Google are at the top with a prevalence on
respectively 5.52% and 3.96% of websites, while Twitter and Apple
follow with a prevalence of respectively 0.76% and 0.7%. We note
that these numbers are a lower bound for the actual number of
websites using OAuth, since we miss a number of them during our
multi-step detection process, as described in Section 4.5.
Available scopes The number and type of scopes that IdPs offer
to developers differs. 9 of them only offer minimal scopes, the other
24 offer mostly a mix of content write, minimal, content read and
personal scopes. Google is the only IdP that provides sensitive scopes
due to the Google Health API. We do note that we are using a
restrictive definition of “sensitive data” and that user photos or
likes might also contain sensitive information about the user. A
number of IdPs offer scopes related to analytics APIs, on average
1.22% of all scopes belong to the behavioral category.
Minimal scopes We define minimal scopes as the minimal set of
data that the user needs to sharewith the service provider. Most IdPs
provide a user profile or email scope that falls under this category.
For some IdPs the profile or user scope includes a set of data that
encompasses more information than with other IdPs. For instance,
Google’s profile scope includes the gender of the user, which we
would categorize as being personal data.
We examined the documentation of the IdPs and found information
about the content of the profile-summarizing scopes for 15 of them.
For 5 out of these 15, at least one of the minimal scopes included
information that we would categorize as non-minimal. For instance,
Mailru includes the gender, location and birthday of the user in the
user info scope. Github includes information about the repositories
and gists of the user, the location, bio description and company and
even the Twitter username of the user.
Authorization screen As part of the OAuth flow, websites need
to obtain authorization from the user to share resources. For this
reason, an authorization screen is shown to the user, which displays
details about the client and the list of scopes for which permission
is requested. Some providers allow the user to only give permission
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for a subset of the chosen scopes, which is presented on the autho-
rization screen. We find that only 5 IdPs from our dataset provide
this option to users, among which Facebook, Google and GitHub.
With Facebook, the user can edit the scopes only after performing
an additional click, resulting in a window where all listed scopes
are preselected. In 2018, Google announced that they are planning
on implementing a more fine-grained choice for users [8] and we
found several websites using this interface, in which the scopes
are immediately listed and the choices are not preselected. While
GitHub’s consent screen does not present users with a choice re-
garding requested scopes, it is explicitly mentioned in the
documentation that users might alter the scope parameter in the
authorization URL to change the scopes.
Verification process 8 out of the 33 IdPs require the developer to
go though a verification process if they want to use certain scopes.
This is typically part of the registration process for applications,
where the developer is required to fill in details about the OAuth
application and configure parameters such as the callback URL
and the scope. For instance, if an application owner wants to use
Facebook Login with non-minimal scopes, they need to provide a
detailed description about why they need the scopes, how they will
be used and a screen recording of use scenarios. Facebook mentions
specifically in their documentation that no review is required for
an application that simply provides authentication. Along with
Facebook, also Google, Instagram, YouTube and Line require an
app review for the use of non-minimal scopes, while Discord only
requires approval for certain scopes, and PayPal conducts a review
regardless of the scope used. A number of providers mention that
additional scopes not listed in the documentation can be accessed if
necessary by contacting the IdP. This was the case for Patreon and
Line. Only 10 IdPs clearly document that applications should only
request scopes that are necessary for their correct functioning.

4.2 SSO on the web
We report on the prevalence of OAuth buttons on 6,211 (7.23%)
websites. We found 10,304 OAuth buttons in total, with an average
of 1.66 buttons per website and a maximum of 6 buttons, which
we encountered on 3 websites. To assess the popularity of web-
sites that use OAuth, we use the popularity ranking that has been
introduced in the Chrome UX Report in 2021 [20]. We find that
OAuth login is more prominent on popular websites, namely 10.4%
of the top 1,000 most popular websites. The implementation rate is
significantly lower on the top 10k most popular websites and the
top 100k websites, where the prevalence is respectively 6.80% and
5.43%.

4.3 Scope categories
On websites that use SSO, we find 1,264 (12.27%) OAuth buttons
that include non-minimal scopes. We found such buttons on 1,151
websites in our dataset (18.53%). About 380 (33.01%) websites with
non-minimal scopes are using Facebook Login with a non-minimal
scope, and 491 (42.66%) of them are using Twitter Login with a
non-minimal scope. While Facebook Login is the most popular
IdP in our dataset, OAuth with Twitter is less common as can be
seen in Table 1, while still accounting for more than 40% of the
websites that use a non-minimal OAuth scope. This is due to the
fact that Twitter only allows developers to choose between 3 scopes

in the Twitter Developer Platform: Read, Read and Write and Read,
Write and Access Direct Messages. Since read is the most restrictive
permission of the three, we consider it as minimal scope, while
the other two belong to the content write category. On 75.08% of
websites that use OAuth with Twitter, one of these content write
scopes is requested. For Facebook, the percentage of websites that
request a non-minimal scope is much lower, namely 8.01%.
The number of websites that use non-minimal scopes for OAuth
with Google is almost three times lower than for Facebook (3.06%
of websites using login with Google request a non-minimal scope,
compared to 8.01% of websites with Facebook Login). One reason
for this could be the fact that Facebook Login allows users to de-
select part of the permissions. Therefore, service providers might
be more likely to request more scopes assuming that users will only
retain the ones they are comfortable with sharing.
Figure 1 shows the distribution of the use of non-minimal scopes
on websites. We left out sensitive and functional scopes since we
did not find any websites requesting sensitive scopes, and found
that functional scopes are requested on only 10 (0.16%) websites.
The figure shows the percentage of websites requesting personal,
behavioral, content read and content write scopes either on their
own, or in combination with another scope category. In general,
6.86% of OAuth buttons request a content write scope and 4.51%
request a content read scope. We find that it is typical that the
content read and content write scopes are requested simultaneously.
More noteworthy, personal data scopes and behavioral scopes are
both requested on 144 (2.32%) websites, supposedly in order to
obtain additional user information and provide a more accurate
personalized experience. We did not find any websites requesting
the most privacy-invasive category of scopes, namely sensitive
scopes. We do note however, that our definition of sensitive is strict
in the sense that we only consider the data as such, not its potential
privacy implications. For instance, Facebook likes and interests can
reveal sensitive information about the user, but we consider them
to be behavioral data.

4.4 Website categorization
Some non-minimal OAuth scopes might be requested for legitimate
use-cases such as requesting the age of the user for adult content,
while other websites will request OAuth scopes just for the sake
of collecting more data or providing non-essential features such as
personalized advertising. In order to get a deeper understanding of
the motivation behind this data collection, we consider the type of
service that the website provides. For this, we use McAfee’s domain
categorization API [28] for all websites in our dataset.
Figure 2 shows the 10 most prominent website categories for both
websites using OAuth with minimal and non-minimal scopes.
Our results show that a number of websites request non-minimal
scopes (18.53%). Out of those websites, some might use the addi-
tional user information for a legitimate purpose. For instance, users
might share more personal data with websites belonging to the
“Dating” category [7, 14, 17]. On the one hand, some non-minimal
data might be required from the user in order to provide the dating
service e.g., the user’s age for verification purposes or the gender
and even sensitive data such as sexual orientation to match with
other users on the platform. On the other hand, users themselves
have more incentive to provide details on their profile, given that
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Table 1: Top 15 most prevalent IdPs in our dataset

Provider Number of
scopes

Number of
websites

Percentage with
non-minimal scope

Scopes customizable
to user

Verification
process by IdP

Sensitive scopes
are available

IdP has guidelines
on use scopes

Facebook 16 4743 (5.52%) 8.01%   #  
Google 269 3400 (3.96%) 3.06%  †    
Twitter 3 654 (0.76%) 75.08% # # #  
Apple 3 604 (0.70%) 0.00% # # # #
Line 11 375 (0.44%) 46.93%   ‡ # #

LinkedIn 4 103 (0.12%) 22.33% # # #  
Yandex 6 93 (0.11%) 5.38% # # # #
Mailru 7 75 (0.09%) 2.67% #  # #
GitHub 33 50 (0.06%) 14.0%  * # # #

Odnoklassniki 8 46 (0.05%) 17.39% #  # #
Microsoft 23 35 (0.04%) 82.86% # # #  

Live 23 29 (0.03%) 72.41% # # #  
Discord 24 27 (0.03%) 33.33% #  # #
Amazon 4 17 (0.02%) 5.88% # # # #
Patreon 6 8 (0.01%) 0% #  ‡ # #

†: in development stage
*: the documentation specifies that users can change the permissions in the URL, but there is no user-friendly options visible to the user
‡: verification is partially or wholly for requesting additional scopes that are not listed in the documentation

Figure 1: Distribution of categories of scopes used bywebsites.
Each subfigure depicts a scope category and how often it is
requested by websites, either on its own or in combination
with other scope categories.

the more information they provide, the higher the chances are of
finding a suitable match.
However, websites that request non-minimal scopes belong mostly
to the same categories as websites that request only minimal scopes.
It could be presumed that those websites have similar data process-
ing activities and therefore would request similar OAuth scopes
from the user. Given that this is not the case, our findings indicate
that websites with non-minimal scopes request data that is not
strictly essential for the proper functioning of the website and thus
that websites might request more data than they actually need.

Figure 2: Top 10 website categories for websites with OAuth
with minimal scopes and OAuth with non-minimal scopes

4.5 Evaluation of OAuth detection
We performed a manual analysis on 100 websites in order to evalu-
ate our OAuth login detection method. The websites we examined
were selected randomly from all reachable websites where our al-
gorithm did not find any OAuth implementation. We visited each
website and looked for OAuth buttons on both login and account
registration pages. Whenever we found OAuth buttons, we clicked
on them in order to initiate the OAuth flow and check whether it
was implemented correctly. This was done because our automated
detection method only considers actual requests to the authoriza-
tion endpoint of an IdP as a valid OAuth login. We found that out
of the 100 websites, our algorithm failed to detect OAuth buttons
on 18 of them. The main cause for failing to detect an OAuth-based
login on a website is twofold. On the one hand, our crawler failed
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to detect the correct login or registration page on which the but-
ton was located and hence was unable to detect its presence. On
the other hand, our method relies on the use of a set of expected
keywords for the technical implementation of OAuth buttons, and
any button that uses different keywords would be missed. Prior
studies which have conducted a similar analysis find similar results
- Ghasemisharif et al. [16] find 6.3% websites using SSO for the
top 1M most popular sites and 10.8% for the top 10k sites; Zhou et
al. [44] report a prevalence of Facebook Login on 9.3% of top 20k
websites. We note that the reason for missing OAuth buttons on
websites is unrelated to their stance on privacy. Hence, the set of
websites that we evaluated can be considered a random selection
of all websites that support OAuth-based login.

5 Multiple IdPs on the same website

In this experiment, we examine websites with multiple IdPs and
compare the amount of information required from the user upon
logging in in order to ascertain whether certain websites are re-
questing more scopes via one specific IdP than via another. We
consider these IdPs to be used in a more privacy-intrusive way, in
the sense that the user is required to share information which is not
necessary, since the website provides an alternative login method
which requires less permissions from the user.
Types of data We find that almost half of the websites using
OAuth (3000 out of 6211 or 48.30%), include more than one identity
provider. On 706 (23.53%) out of the 3000 websites, multiple IdPs
are included where the user is required to share less permissions
with one than the other. For this analysis, we exclude IdPs which
only allow for minimal scopes to be requested.
The type of data that is requested by the more privacy-intrusive lo-
gin in such cases belongs to the content write scope on 423 (59.91%)
websites and the content read scope on 172 (24.36%) websites. The
majority of those scopes are related to content and functionality
specific to the IdP and are therefore less likely to be accessible via
a different IdP. A large number of websites also requests personal
and behavioral data. 200 (28.33%) websites request a personal scope
and 107 (15.16%) websites request a behavioral scope. Some per-
sonal scopes, such as the user’s birthday, are accessible via multiple
identity providers. However, this is not the case for all personal and
behavioral scopes, since some of them are exclusive to one IdP. We
zoom in on the differences of available scopes between the two
most popular IdPs (Facebook and Google) later in this section.
The impact of scope granularity Logging in with Twitter is
more intrusive than logging with another IdP on 404 (57.22%) web-
sites. This result is not surprising, since the scopes available via
Twitter are limited in number (only three available scopes) and are
all fairly privacy-intrusive i.e., each scope contains a large set of
user information. For instance, the most limited scope (and the one
we consider as being theminimal scope) allows the service provider
to read tweets, lists and collections, profile information, account
settings and accounts which the user follows, mutes and blocks.
On the other hand, the second most intrusive scope facilitates both
read and write access to the same resources as the minimal scope.
The fact that none of these scopes are minimal (i.e., they do not
include the bare minimum of information necessary to identify
the user) gives no incentive to service providers to actually limit

themselves to requesting the most restrictive scope out of the three,
resulting in the majority of websites (75.08%) which use Twitter
login, requesting non-minimal scopes.
The impact of provider-specific scopes On 207 (29.32%) web-
sites, logging in with Facebook is more intrusive compared to a
different IdP. That number is much lower for Google, namely on
52 (7.37%) websites. Therefore, we focus on the difference between
scopes used when Google and Facebook both provide an SSO op-
tion.
In total, 487 (7.84%) websites in our dataset use both Facebook and
Google SSO. On 263 (54%) of them, the same scope category is
requested by both Google and Facebook, being almost in all cases
(99.24%) the minimal scope. This leaves us with 224 (46%) websites
where the requested scope categories differ. Logging in with Google
results in a larger set of scopes being requested than logging in
with Facebook on only 45 (20.09%) websites, while logging in with
Facebook is more intrusive than logging in with Google on 175
(78.13%) websites.
We go more in depth as to the reason why these is a difference. One
hypotheses is that the scopes requested when using Facebook are
not available via Google Login. In Figure 3, we show the scopes re-
quested on all websites where the user can log in with both Google
and Facebook. On the left side of the graph, we show scopes that
are only available with Facebook Login and are not supported by
Google. The middle part shows scopes that are available for both
Google SSO and Facebook SSO, and the third part shows scopes
that are only available for Google. While some of the frequently re-
quested scopes are only part of Facebook’s API (e.g., user location),
the difference between the two platforms for the number of web-
sites which request scopes that are both available for Google and
Facebook is notable. The most-widely requested scope for Facebook
Login is the birthday of the user, requested on 136 websites, is only
requested on 30 websites when logging in with Google, indicating
that this information is redundant. On the other hand, we note
that not all of the scopes which are both available for Google and
Facebook are comparable. For instance, a user might be more com-
fortable privacy-wise to share photos on Facebook, which might be
public anyway, than to share an album of photos via Google. The
same holds for sharing friends or contacts and videos. However,
websites using Facebook Login request more often scopes that are
available for both IdPs, as well as scopes that are specific to the IdP
concerning personal data of the user such as the location of the user.
Therefore, we conclude that websites are more privacy-intrusive in
their use of Facebook SSO.

6 Adjusting scopes manually

In this experiment, we examine the effect of adjusting the requested
scopes to a set of less privacy-intrusive scopes, both for IdPs which
provide a user-friendly interface for changing them (e.g., Facebook)
and for IdPs which do not provide this option. For the latter we
resort to altering the authorization request parameters.
As described in the previous section, some identity providers allow
users to choose which subset of scopes they actually want to share
with the service provider. However, among the ones that do, some
nudge users into completing the authorization process without
adjusting the scopes.
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Figure 3: OAuth scopes on websites that support both Google and Facebook login

Github’s documentation specifies that users do have a choice about
the requested scopes which they can communicate to the service
provider by altering the scope parameter of the authorization re-
quest URL. Technically, this choice is applicable for every IdP (ex-
cept for Twitter since it does not display the authorization URL
to the user). This raises the question as to how websites actually
handle the user adjusting the requested scopes.

6.1 Experiment
In our second experiment, we study the behavior of websites when
the requested scopes are rejected by the user. Particularly, we look
for signs that indicate whether the website is actually using the
data or whether the website breaks when that data is missing.
We selected 100 websites randomly from all websites which request
non-minimal scopes for at least one IdP (out of 1264 websites). For
each website, we initiated the OAuth process by clicking on the
OAuth button and then either 1) used the interface provided by
the IdP on the authorization screen to change the scopes (e.g., for
Facebook) or 2) changed the scope parameter of the authorization
request. In each case, we changed the set of scopes requested by the
service provider to a set of minimal scopes, and tried to complete
the login process. We observed how websites reacted to the missing
scopes by checking whether the login process was successful and
whether any errors were displayed on the website.

6.2 Results
On 65 out of the 100 websites, logging in with minimal scopes
instead of a non-minimal ones did not affect the login process or
the user experience. On another 24 websites, the same information
which we removed manually from the scope was requested by the
website after the user had completed the login process via OAuth.
For those 24 websites, we repeated the experiment but this time,
we authorized the website to access all requested scopes, without
adjusting them. Interestingly enough, for 8 out of the 24 websites,

the website still requested the same information from the user after
login as when no minimal scopes were granted. We observed this
by checking whether any text fields for information requested from
the user after login were already filled in or not. In this case, the
text fields for the same data which is requested via OAuth remained
empty after login. We conclude that these website do not use the
data from non-minimal scopes which they specifically request from
users given that whether the requested permissions are minimal
or not, has no effect. For the other 16 websites, we saw that the
information requested via OAuth is effectively used and the text
fields for this data were correctly filled with the granted scopes after
login. Finally, the login process was disturbed by the scope change
on only 11 websites: on 9 of them logging in was not possible and on
the other 2 the login succeeded but an error message was displayed
to the user.
Our results indicate that most websites do not consider the re-
quested non-minimal scopes to be vital to their operation. We do
note that we only visited the page shown to the user after login,
and did not test other functionality of the website. Additionally, the
fact that the scope change had no impact on the majority of vis-
ited websites, provides the opportunity to assist privacy-conscious
users with an automated method to change the scope parameter
to exclusively minimal scopes (e.g., by implementing a browser
extension) without causing a large number of websites to break.
While performing this experiment we noticed that 28.15% of web-
sites with Facebook Login that we examined were requesting scopes
to which they presumably had no access. In such cases, only the
minimal scopes ended up being requested from the user. We sus-
pect that these websites did not successfully complete the Facebook
App Review process. However, we were not able to confirm this
since Facebook Login’s documentation does not specify how the
application should act when the application review process has not
been started yet or is still ongoing.
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7 Alternative authentication methods

Most websites that provide SSO options also provide the option for
the user to register a new account through a form, using their email
address, username or both. We set out to explore whether there are
any inconsistencies between data requested via SSO and user data
required to be filled in during the manual registration process. If
this is the case, it would suggest that the additional information
requested during one of the authentication methods is actually
non-essential for the service provider.

7.1 Experiment
In this experiment, we compare login via an IDP with regular user
registration on the same website, in terms of the amount and type
of information requested. We manually created accounts on 100
websites where OAuth login requests exclusively minimal scopes
from the user and 100 websites where at least one IdP requests
non-minimal scopes. We selected these websites randomly from
our dataset of websites using OAuth, and manually verified that
creating a new account was possible and that both the OAuth login
and account registration process were functional (e.g., we discarded
websites on which we were not able to complete the registration
process). We ended up with 200 websites in total where we 1) logged
in with one IdP and 2) registered a new account with the credentials
and personal information of the authors.
For each website we examined which scope is requested when log-
ging in with the IdP and which information the user is requested or
required to fill in to create an account. We also noted whether any
additional information was requested from the user after logging
in or creating an account on the website.
Some scope categories such as content read and functionality are
unlikely (or even impossible) to be requested from the user upon
registration. Therefore, we focus only on data relating to the per-
sonal, behavioral and sensitive scope categories.

7.2 Results
Account registration vs. SSO We compare the amount of infor-
mation requested from the user when logging in with SSO versus
creating a new account on the same website. We evaluate this dif-
ference for websites requesting both minimal and non-minimal
scopes.
Figure 4 shows the percentage of websites that request personal,
sensitive or behavioral data from the user when registering a new
account with respect to when logging in with OAuth. We make
a distinction between 4 types of websites regarding the amount
of information requested: 1) strictly more i.e., registering an ac-
count requests access to the same information as when logging in
with OAuth and additional information on top of that, 2) strictly
less i.e., registering an account requires the user to provide only a
subset of the information requested via OAuth login, 3) equal i.e.,
registration and OAuth login request the same information and 4)
other i.e., the sets of data requested during the two authentication
methods differ and can therefore not be compared.
We see that for both websites with OAuth with minimal scopes
and websites with OAuth with non-minimal scopes, registering
an account requires the user to provide more personal, sensitive
or behavioral information than logging in via OAuth. This is the

Figure 4: The amount of personal, sensitive and behavioral
information requested when comparing registration on a
website with OAuth login

case for 14 websites with OAuth with non-minimal scopes and 20
websites with OAuth with minimal scopes. Furthermore, we find
that for 12 websites with non-minimal scopes and two websites
with minimal scopes, strictly less information is requested for regis-
tration than for OAuth login. The latter is due to two websites that
request minimal scopes during OAuth, but subsequently request
additional personal, sensitive or behavioral information from the
user after the OAuth process is completed.
Most websites request an equal amount of personal, behavioral and
sensitive data through registration and OAuth login. This is more
often the case for websites which request minimal scopes through
OAuth: 63 websites with OAuth with non-minimal scopes and 77
websites with minimal scopes OAuth request equal amounts of data.
Additionally, only one website with minimal scopes OAuth requests
differing sets of scopes for both authentication methods, while the
same occurs on ten websites with OAuth with non-minimal scopes.
These results show that in some cases, logging in with OAuth re-
quires users to share less information with the websites than when
completing a registration process.
Dating websites While performing the login and account regis-
tration experiments, we noticed that one specific type of website
was requesting excessive amounts of personal data from users when
compared with other types of websites, namely the category of dat-
ing websites. In total, we encountered 10 dating websites during our
analysis. On all of them, the amount of information requested from
the user when logging in or registering a new account was much
higher than for other websites. The requested data ranged from
personal interests and habits of the user such as sexual orientation
and alcohol consumption, to details about the user’s appearance
such as eye color and breast size. On average we found dating web-
sites to be requesting six types of personal, three types of sensitive
and one type of behavioral information. This number is the same
for both login with OAuth and registration, because for 7 out of the
10 websites, the exact same information requested when creating
an account, was required to complete after logging in with OAuth.
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On the other three websites, logging in with OAuth resulted in the
user having to share less data than registering an account. These
results are not surprising since users who choose to register on
dating websites want to be matched with other people who have
similar preferences in terms of sexuality and sometimes specific
appearance characteristics. Some of the data requested by these
websites might be essential and necessary for them to provide their
service. This example illustrates how whether data is necessary
is dependent on the context of the application and how website
categorization can help us understand this context and necessity.

8 Other privacy aspects

In this section we focus on evaluating how websites handle user
data in general, with respect to other privacy aspects, in order to
get a deeper understanding as to why websites request redundant
information. In the previous sections we show that 18.53% of web-
sites request non-minimal scopes via OAuth, and that most of this
data is not essential, since some websites provide an alternative
login method that requires less permissions, or the website seems
to work without breaking when the data from non-minimal scopes
is missing.
We evaluate three features that give an indication about how in-
clined websites are to respect user privacy and comply with data
minimization principles. First, we consider the presence of cookie
consent banners on websites, and if present, we assess specific
characteristics of the banners such as the information displayed
on them and whether any manipulative designs (interface choices
that manipulate users into selecting less privacy-friendly options
than intended) are visible. Second, we evaluate the occurrence of
third-party tracking by means of cookies on websites. Finally, we
examine whether websites nudge users into accepting marketing
communication emails.
Our crawl is based in the EU and we visited each website with
an IP-address from the EU during our experiments. Therefore, all
websites must abide by European privacy and data protection laws,
such as the GDPR [34][art. 3(a)]. We consider all websites which
did not explicitly block EU-users from using them, to fall within
the scope of this analysis.

8.1 Cookie banners
European privacy laws introduce a number of rights for data sub-
jects and enforce a privacy-by-default approach for every company
which processes personal data of EU citizens. The GDPR and the
ePrivacy directive require most processing of personal data which is
not essential to be consent-based. Additionally, conditions for valid
consent are strict e.g., the user must perform a clear and affirmative
action [34, rec. 32], prior to the data processing. Typically, a request
for consent is presented to the user in the form of a cookie ban-
ner. Some cookie banners employ manipulative designs, methods
which influence the behavior of users and potentially result in the
user making an unintended choice. Nouwens et. al.[32], study the
implementation of such manipulative designs on cookie banners
of 5 widely-used CMPs, and find that only 11.8% of them, meet
the requirements for obtaining valid consent. More recently, the
European Data Protection Board has published a comprehensive
list of manipulative designs and guidelines for publishers on how

to avoid them [3]. In this experiment, we study the prevalence and
characteristics of cookie banners on websites that use OAuth.
Experiment In order to evaluate cookie consent banners, we
crawl all websites from our dataset on which we found an OAuth
button and take a screenshot of the homepage after all elements on
the page are loaded.
After the crawl, we examined each screenshot manually in order to
determine if the homepage of the website displays a cookie banner
to visitors and if so, whether the banner includes any features that
could have a negative effect on the user’s privacy preferences. For
the latter, we consider

• Visual elements: First we note whether the cookie banner
is blocking the website. This is the case when at least 40% of
the screen is taken up by the banner or when the background
is darkened. Second, we inspect whether the cookie banner
exhibits any manipulative designs.

• Consent: We analyze the mechanisms provided to the user to
express their consent for cookie preferences such as whether
there is an option to reject all cookies and whether there are
any preselected categories of cookies which are non-essential.

• Information: We assess whether the user is sufficiently in-
formed about the use of cookies.

If anything was unclear from the screenshot or the page had not
loaded correctly, we manually visited the website in order to assign
the characteristics to the cookie banner.
In order to assess whether the user is sufficiently informed about
the use of cookies we consider 1) whether the purpose of the cookies
is mentioned clearly (e.g., vague wording such as “We use cookies
to improve your experience” is not precise enough) and 2) whether
the cookie banner explicitly states how the user can adjust their
settings or exercise their right to opt-out of cookies. We consider
those two aspects the bare minimum necessary for users to assess
the consequences of interacting with the cookie banner. We do note
that this is a limited approach, since we do not read the full privacy
policies of the websites.
Once we had performed the labeling of characteristics, we reduced
them to a number of properties which do not seem to be in line
with European privacy legislation, partially based on prior work by
Matte et. al. [27] and Nouwens et. al [32]. We consider the following
properties of banners to have a negative effect on user privacy:
1) manipulative design: the banner includes a manipulative design
which makes it harder for the user to select one choice than another,
i.e., by using a more prominent color for a button or smaller text, 2)
no choice: no real choice is given to the user regarding cookies, i.e.
the only option for the user is to accept all cookies, 3) no reject all:
the user cannot reject all cookies as easily as accept them because
the banner does not provide the option or because the option is
present, but less obvious, e.g., the user has to click on “configure
cookies” first, and can only then reject them all, 4) preselected choices:
the banner displays pre-ticked boxes for some of the categories
of non-essential cookies and 5) not sufficiently informed: the user
did not receive sufficient information about the processing of their
personal data, i.e., there is neither a link to a privacy policy, nor
does the cookie banner include directly information about the data
processing, as set out by the transparency requirements in the
GDPR [36].
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Figure 5: Properties of websites with cookie banners

Results In total, we found a cookie banner on 2220 (35.74%)
websites that use OAuth. Websites that implement OAuth with
minimal scopes, have a higher adoption rate for cookie banners,
namely on 1851 (37.58%) websites, while only 369 (29.54%) websites
that use non-minimal OAuth scopes have a cookie banner.
Figure 5 shows the prevalence of each property of cookie banners
and how they relate to the use of minimal or non-minimal OAuth
scopes on websites. “blocking” refers to the cookie banner being
blocking on top of providing no real option for the user other than to
accept all cookies. 49 websites do not include any of the mentioned
properties, which is only 2.22% of websites with a cookie banner.
This is consistent with prior work of Bollinger et al. [4], where the
authors found at least one GDPR violation on 94.7% of the analyzed
websites.
In general, the type of scope requested via OAuth on websites
seems to have little to no influence on privacy properties of cookie
banners.

8.2 Third-party tracking
One of the most popular ways to track users across multiple web-
sites, is by using third-party cookies. Roesner et. al. show that in
2012, 445 out of the top 500 most popular Alexa websites, include
at least one cross-site tracker [37].
According to European law, websites need to obtain consent for the
purpose of online tracking [2, 39] [33, art. 5(3)]. This has resulted
in a a drop of the number of third parties on popular websites by
more than 10% [21].
Consent from the data subject needs to be obtained prior to the pro-
cessing [27, 35], which entails that third-party tracking cannot be
enabled by default on websites. In this section, we examine whether
websites allow trackers to place third-party tracking cookies, before
the user has interacted with the cookie banner.
Experiment To assess third-party tracking by default on web-
sites, we visit each website in our dataset that uses OAuth and
inspect all requests in the browser, in order to determine if third-
party trackers are active on the page and whether they set cookies.
We consider a third party as a tracker if at least one request is

issued from the visited domain to the domain of the third party
that would have been blocked by the EasyPrivacy blocklist [10] and
the response sets a cookie which has a lifetime that is long enough
to be used by trackers for cross-site tracking i.e., longer than 90
days [11, 12, 24, 43]. After the crawl, we validated manually that
cookies with the previously-mentioned characteristics contained
seemingly-random values or names and are therefore capable of
uniquely identifying users.
Results We find that 1259 (68.0%) websites with minimal OAuth
scopes include at least one third-party tracker and 222 (60.0%) web-
sites with non-minimal scopes use third-party tracking. Thus web-
sites with minimal scopes include more third-party tracking by
default than websites with non-minimal scopes. This indicates that
websites which limit the use of OAuth scopes are not purposefully
including less third-party trackers. We conclude that there is no
connection between the use of OAuth scopes and the use of online
tracking by default.

8.3 Preselected marketing consent
A specific type of manipulative design, is when websites use
preselected options, in order to nudge users into accepting a less
favorable option with relation to their privacy. When it comes to
pre-ticked boxes, the European Court of Justice has ruled in the
Planet49 case [5] that they do not amount to valid consent.
We assess whether websites implement this practice both in relation
with consent for the storage of cookies (in Section 8.1), and user
consent for marketing communication emails by companies.
Experiment In Section 7, we created an account on 200 websites.
During this process, we took note of whether we encountered any
preselected choices that authorized the website to send a newsletter
of marketing offers to the user by email.
Results During our registration experiment, we found 44 sites
with the option to register for marketing communication on web-
sites with OAuth with minimal scopes. 14 out of these 44 (31.82%)
websites include a preselected choice. On websites that use OAuth
with non-minimal scopes we found a much higher number of pre-
ticked choices, namely on 30 (54.55%) out of the 55 websites. These
results are surprising when comparing with preselected cookie
preferences as an indication of choice, where only 1.26% employ
this practice.

9 Discussion

In this section, we discuss the various privacy issues that we iden-
tified as part of our research and which may impact users in a
negative way. Next, we propose possible solutions to solve these
issues. Finally, we discuss the limitations of our methodology.

9.1 Privacy implications
There is a large number of IdPs and even though we only found
OAuth implementations for 33 of them on the websites in our
dataset, we noticed a lot of variation among the scopes made avail-
able by IdPs and the interface shown to users on the authorization
screen. Only five IdPs allow the users to actually adjust the scopes
according to their preferences. By not allowing the user to adjust
the set of scopes and retain only the minimal scope, they are not
presented with a fair, informed and freely given choice. The users
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are not given a fair choice regarding their personal data since they
can only accept all requested scopes, or abort the OAuth process,
which raises privacy concerns regardless of the actual scopes that
service providers end up requesting. A related problem is the use
of manipulative designs, which manipulate the user into making
unintended choices. We encountered this practice both when ex-
amining cookie banners on websites that use OAuth but also in
the design choices of authorization screens by IdPs. For instance,
a privacy-conscious user that only wants to accept the minimal
amount of information sharing when logging in with Facebook, is
confronted with an interface where an additional click is required
to edit permissions and all scopes in the list are preselected.
Additionally, IdPs do not make a clear distinction between scopes
that are minimal and necessary for the identification of the user
and scopes that can provide additional functionality to the service
provider. The most minimal scopes sometimes even include the
sharing of non-essential information about the user such as the
gender, birthday and location of the user.
We find that 18.53% of websites that use OAuth require the user
to share data from non-minimal scopes. Some of the permissions
requested might benefit the user by providing certain functionality
on the website. However, we find that part of this data is redundant,
since the website provides an alternative login method that does not
require the same amount of data, as we found in Section 5. Alterna-
tively, the data might not even be used, as we discovered during our
experiment described in Section 6. Thus, our experiments indicate
that some websites request more data than they need via OAuth,
and therefore do not respect the basic privacy and data protection
principle of data minimization. On top of that, some of data from
our results might be more sensitive than currently described, due
to our restrictive definition of sensitive scopes.
Another issue is that when users are faced with multiple options
for logging in, i.e., some websites allow login with multiple IdPs
and the creation of a separate account for their platform, they
have no user-friendly way of determining the best possible option
with relation to their privacy. This is because the website does not
provide information about the data sharing policy of the different
login options, but also because IdPs do not provide any information
on how they will be treating the user data after login via OAuth.
For instance, whether the fact that the user has linked their account
with a specific application might be used to provide behavioral
advertising is not communicated to the user, while prior work has
shown that IdPs can track the user’s browsing behavior upon using
OAuth [26].
Finally, we see that the permissions requested via OAuth are mostly
unrelated to the way that websites handle users’ privacy and per-
sonal data in general. The use of manipulative designs, not giving
users real choices with relation to their cookie preference and third-
party tracking by default remain prevalent regardless of the OAuth
implementation.

9.2 Improvements
We provide a number of suggestions for improvements concerning
the privacy issues mentioned above, both for websites and IdPs.

9.2.1 Explicit consent Since IdPs make information available that
is not necessary for identification of the user, they must rely on

consent from the user, as is laid down in European Privacy and Data
Protection legislation. This explicit consent should be implemented
in authorization screens of each IdP and should provide a way for
service providers to clearly indicate which scopes are necessary for
authentication and which are optional. Additionally, the interface
should not include any designs that manipulate users into making
certain choices.

9.2.2 Fine-grained permissions Requesting explicit consent for op-
tional scopes can only be effective if scopes made available by IdPs
are sufficiently fine-grained. Some IdPs are already doing this, for
instance by separating read and write permissions and providing
one scope per piece of user information. Nonetheless, Twitter only
provides three different scopes, all of them including write per-
missions, resulting in login with non-minimal scopes on 75% of
websites. Twitter is planning on adjusting the scopes to allow more
fine-grained permissions in their API v2 [38], but we did not en-
counter any website using the updated version during our crawl.
IdPs should avoid bundling multiple pieces of user information
into a single scope altogether, such as Google’s profile scope, which
includes the user’s gender.

9.2.3 Use of scopes by service providers Service providers should
always limit themselves to the bare minimum necessary for the
correct working of their application and should be encouraged to
do so by IdPs by specifying clear guidelines on the use of scopes in
their documentation and the enforcement of review processes for
non-minimal scopes. Some IdPs already implement an application
review process, which encourages websites to think twice before
requesting certain scopes solely because they might be useful in the
future. Facebook, the most widely used IdP in our dataset, requires
a review process for permissions, except for those that are only
used for authenticating the user. The stricter the review process,
the more likely it is that websites will limit the number of non-
minimal scopes they intend to use, e.g., when the website developer
is required to submit a screen recording and description of the use
for each requested scope. Websites should especially refrain from
requesting user data that they are not using. When users decide to
decline optional scopes, the service providers should respect the
choice of the user and not cause the website to show an error or
break.

9.2.4 Transparency towards users Websites should be more
transparent towards users about the data sharing involved,
especially when they provide multiple login options. Currently,
the consequences for the user upon selecting a certain login option
are not clear. Morkonda et al. [30] suggest improvements for
transparency towards users. They argue that websites should pro-
vide a clear overview of the benefits for the user when sharing
a certain permission with the website (e.g., a description of the
additional functionality that is provided by granting access to the
given
permission), and that information needs to be presented prior to
initiating the login process, especially when the user can choose
between multiple SSO options. We build on these suggestions by
arguing that this should be the case not only for multiple SSO op-
tions, but for all authentication options available on the website
i.e., also for the registration of a new account on the same website.
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9.3 Limitations
Our method for automatic detection of OAuth buttons is limited
in a number of ways. First, since we search for OAuth buttons by
using a set of predefined OAuth authorization endpoints, we cannot
detect IdPs other than the ones from our list. A simple alteration
to our crawler could consist of searching for HTML elements that
have a high similarity with OAuth buttons that we already found
on the same page, since websites tend to use the same layout for
all SSO options. Second, we were unable to gather data from some
websites because the cookie banner would block any clicks or other
interaction with the website until the banner has been filled in. This
could be solved by making use of addons that automatically close
cookie banners such as Consent-O-Matic [31].
Different service providers might request non-minimal scopes for
legitimate purposes, depending on the application. For instance, a
website with adult content might request the birth date of the user
to verify their age. In Section 4.4 we use domain categorization to
determine the context of websites and what the reasonable expec-
tation of data collection might be and keep this in mind when per-
forming experiments and making claims about the data collection.
However, domain categorization services might not be sufficiently
precise to capture the entire contextual information of a website.
For example, the category “Business” is fairly broad and includes
“Web pages that provide business-related information, such as cor-
porate overviews or business planning and strategies” [29]. In such
cases, it is hard to make assumption about whether certain data
collection by the website is justified.

10 Related work

Previous work covers various security and privacy issues related
to the use of federated SSO, OAuth and OpenID connect.
In 2021, Morkonda et al. [30] conducted a measurement study of
SSO on the web that focuses on privacy consequences for users.
They built OAuthScope, a tool to extract request parameters (among
others the scope of the request) with support for four major IdPs
(Facebook, Google, Apple and LinkedIn). The authors use this tool
to analyze how the top 500 most popular websites in five countries
implement OAuth. They find a prevalence of 10.3% websites using
Facebook Login and 9.8% websites using Google’s OAuth, both in
Germany. Their findings show that there is some variation between
requested scopes when multiple IdPs are on the same page. In our
work, we perform a large-scale measurement study of OAuth scopes
on 100k websites. Moreover, we perform an in-depth analysis of the
scopes that IdPs make available and provide additional experiments
where we compare different login options for users in terms of
privacy and assess how websites handle personal data of users.
Zhou et al. [44] develop SSOScan, an automatic vulnerability checker
for applications using Facebook Login. With their tool, they per-
form a large-scale analysis of 20,000 US websites where they find
OAuth implementation vulnerabilities on 20% of websites that use
Facebook Login. In total, they find Facebook Login on 9.3% of web-
sites.
Ghasamisharif et al. [16] implement an automatic detection tool for
SSO implementations on websites with support for 65 IdPs. With
their tool, they search for SSO on 1 million websites and assess
authentication security with multiple novel attack scenarios. They

find a prevalence of OAuth login on 6.3% websites, which is in line
with our findings (7.23% of websites of the top 100k enable OAuth
login).
In 2020, Drakonakis et al. [9] built a black-box auditing framework
for attacks on authentication cookies. Among other, they deploy
their tool on websites that support Facebook and Google SSO.
Balash et al. [1] explore how users perceive connecting Google with
third-party applications via SSO. 46% of users indicated that they
are concerned about the use of at least one specific Google scope.
Wanpeng and Mitchell [26] focus on privacy risks for users with
regards to the information that IdPs receive when the user logs
in with SSO. They show that IdPs are capable of tracking the user
across different websites and learn about their browsing behavior,
and propose several ways to mitigate this privacy issue.
Jonker et al. [23] develop a framework called Shepherd for login
automation on websites. While the main focus is not SSO, they do
provide support for login automation through Facebook login. They
perform a large-scale evaluation of their tool and find adoption of
SSO for Facebook on 20% of the top 10k most popular websites
according to Alexa rankings.
Several other studies perform an in-depth evaluation of the security
threats arising with the use of OAuth [13, 25, 40, 42].

11 Conclusion

Our work provides an analysis of the privacy implications of OAuth-
based authentication for users on the web. We discuss issues that
impact the user, introduced by both SSO identity providers and
service providers. We conclude from our results that the range and
granularity of scopes that IdPs make available differ. Most of them
provide both minimal scopes in the sense that they are the least
amount of information that the IdP can share about the user, and
non-minimal scopes which can be used by websites to provide addi-
tional functionality or personalization of content. IdPs also design
the authorization interface that is shown to users. We find that
in practice, these interfaces seldom allow users to customize the
scopes that they want to share with the service provider, and when
they do, they sometimes employ manipulative designs to nudge
users into accepting the sharing of all requested scopes. Our find-
ings show that the non-minimal information that websites request
via OAuth is often redundant, since an alternative authentication
option is available requiring less information from the user, or be-
cause not granting access to that information has no effect on the
website and in some cases the requested information is not even
used. This practice appears to not be consistent with privacy and
data protection legislation such as the GDPR, since it violates the
data minimization principle. We perform a large-scale measure-
ment of the use of OAuth scopes on 100k websites and analyze the
use of scopes by websites, the privacy implications for users when
multiple authentication methods are available, and how websites
that use OAuth handle personal data. We hope that our research
will contribute towards more privacy-friendly login options for
users and more awareness about information shared via OAuth
scopes.
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A Keywords used for detection

In table 2, we include the keywords that we used to automatically
detect login and OAuth buttons, as described in section 3.2. We
translated each keyword in 28 languages and used the translations
to search for login and OAuth buttons. Helper words indicate key-
words which are often used in the same context as login or OAuth
buttons. We assign a score for each HTML element when searching
for login and OAuth buttons, and the helper words weigh less in
the total score than the actual keywords in the first column of the
table. We excluded elements which contained keywords referring
to cookie banners and social plugins. The full code for our crawler
can be found in our public repository.
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Login and account registration SSO
Keywords Helper words Cookie banner words Keywords Helper words Social plugin words

auth account cookie log in with oauth share
log in new banner login with auth download
login member accept sign in with log in follow
sign in user accept signin with login
signin gdpr sign up with sign in
sign up compliance signup with signin
signup compliant connect with connect
register popup continue with sign up

registration privacy signin
join policy
create

Table 2: Keywords used to automatically discover login/registration and SSO buttons
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